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Why should I do an ALMA simulation ?

•  You can try out different ALMA configurations and, for a given 
model, this might help you decide on the required angular resolution 

and maximum angular scale. 

• A simulation can help support the required technical set-up in your 
proposal

•   In particular, it can help you justify the need for complementary ACA/
TP or, indeed,  ACA-only observations.



Why should I do an ALMA simulation ?

source: CASA simulator pages



Available simulators

ALMA Observation Support toolCASA simulator



CASA simulator and cycle 7 
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also cubes
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CASA simulator and cycle 7 

Model image 

simobserve

simanalyze

images, 
diagnostic 

your proposal

make a model image
fits image

component list

choose required angular resolution
array

frequency set-up

make dirty or cleaned image

inspect image fidelity, use image diagnostic tools

noise corruption

use the mock simulation to support your proposal



Simobserve



Simobserve

Model 
image 

https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/Simulation_Guide_for_New_Users_(CASA_4.4)

Spitzer IRAC 89 micron
image of 30 Doradus

https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/Simulation_Guide_for_New_Users_(CASA_4.4)


Cycle 7 representative configurations files
https://almascience.eso.org/documents-and-tools/cycle7/alma-configuration-files

or, give the required angular resolution

Simobserve
interferometer (int) or single-dish (sd)

"alma;0.5arcsec"

(only works for full ALMA !)

https://almascience.eso.org/documents-and-tools/cycle7/alma-configuration-files


Simobserve

spectral set-up

observing 
time and 
pointing

rectangle or hexagonal

the simulator allows you to 
test

several pointing scenarios



Simobserve

array choice
or 

required
angular 

resolution

array choice

model image
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addition



Simobserve

https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/Simulation_Guide_for_New_Users_(CASA_4.4)

https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/Simulation_Guide_for_New_Users_(CASA_4.4)


Imaging step

simanalyze



Simanalyze imaging output

https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/Simulation_Guide_for_New_Users_(CASA_4.4)

https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/Simulation_Guide_for_New_Users_(CASA_4.4)


Simalma - combination of SD/ACA/ALMA during de-convolution

input model and pointing

M51 input 

https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/Simalma_(CASA_4.4)

https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/Simalma_(CASA_4.4)


Simalma - combination of SD/ACA/ALMA during de-convolution

SD

https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/Simalma_(CASA_4.4)

https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/Simalma_(CASA_4.4)


Useful examples

Try out the simulators and have fun using the simulations 
to support your proposals !



more complicated sims

Use the simulator tool for:

phase delay variations

gain fluctuations and drift

cross-polarization

(soon also bandpass and pointing errors)

more flexibility in adding thermal noise



Thermal noise addition

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/ALMA/SimulatorCookbook/
corruptguide.pdf

simple: specify simplenoise="1Jy" to get random Gaussian noise with 1Jy RMS

■ tsys-atm: use environment temperatures, antenna parameters, and the aatm 
library to create a model of the troposphere and add random noise of the 
appropriate magnitude to the visibilities

■ tsys-manual: specify atmospheric brightness temperature and optical depth 
yourself (rather than let aatm calculate it for you) and apply noise of the 
corresponding magnitude.

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/ALMA/SimulatorCookbook/corruptguide.pdf

